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recommended in the baok is far from being radical. There is no 
attempt tn scrap h e  traditionad periods for skills. 

Mter an initial chapter which gives deserved tribute to the 
Philippine Normal College, the authors employ a device which is 
both clever and symptomatic of the present stage of educational 
literature. The diary of a teacher is unfolded, to describe the gra- 
dual conversion of a traditional teacher to h e  methods of the modem 
activity pmgram. This seotion is frankly emdona1 writing. 

Ohapter I11 is the least satisfying of the book, as it is an un- 
critical collection of various statements of objectives, interlarded 
with the principles of psychology and democratic education. This 
d o n  is not needed and is not truly a philosophic treatment of 
the underlying principles of integration. Both chapters I1 and I11 
highlight the tendency of modern educationists !to supply slogans 
with which to stir up teachers to a renewed sense of mission. It 
would seem that *the ordinary teacher, if left alone, would succumb 
to the monotony of the tmk of imparting wisdom to (the young; so 
periodically the professionals in the field Ieel called upon to de- 
clan a new mwement and to issue a new catchword. Integration 
was one such word and it seems at (present writing to be declining 
in popularity in the United States in favor of the new expression, 
"education for life-adjustment." 

There is much philosophy stored in the term, 'integration'; but 
it is a philosophy based on fhe dualistic concept of man's nature. 
Monistic evolutionistic ideas lead ~IO vhe acceptance of integration 
as merely man's adjusting to environment. Biological integration with 
the su~rroundings has little in common with the concept of iinegra- 
don as referring to man's ordering within himself of the various 
levels of existen-the sentient and rational, the natural and super- 
natural. 

Integra6on conveys the truth that personality consists in the 
basic unity, richness and harmony of character. A person can be 
said 'to be integrated in as much as he is free from tyranny within 
and fim tyranny without, and in proportion as he develops all 
his capacities, and controls them in function of a fundamental ideal. 
The authors propose as the fundamental ideal democracy. It would 
seem more logical and more in ikeeping with historical facts to set up 
as the fundamental ideal that of Christianity, which is the true 
basis for ,democracy. 

NICHOLAS A. KUNKEL 

SHAKESPEARE AND CATHOLICISM. By H. M u ~ h r n a n n  and K. Wen- 
tersdorf. Sheed and Ward, New York. 1952. pp. xvii - 446. 
$6.00 
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When two German scholars amaok a prdblem, one may expect 
a treatise so thorough as to leave little further to be said on the 
subject. Such is the case with this volume, an exhaustive yet inte- 
resting treatment of Shakespeare's religion. 

The thoroughas of the investigation may be garhewd from the 
following outline: The work is divided into seven parts (thirty-three 
chapters), of which Part One is a survey in six chapters of the sit- 
uation of Catholics in Shakespeare's England; Pavk Two deals with 
Shakespeare's Catholic origin; P m  T h m  with his youth and mar- 
riage; Part Four wirh his friends; Part Five wi& his family, his last 
years, and his death. Part Six is an examination into his friends 
and acquaintances, and Pae Seven into the various theories which 
have been put forward regarding his mligion. The book concludes 
with a three-page synopsis of findings (pp. 338-3385), and with 
58 pages of appendsces, genealogical tables, index, and bibliography. - - 

The authors' findings -&e briefly as follows: Shakespeare was born 
of staunchly Catholic pmnts, was brought up a Catholic, and at 
soh001 was taught by a Catholic schoolmaster (Simon Hunt) who 
later became a Jesuit. Avoiding Anglican ceremonies, he had his 
marriage performed by a Catholic pliest, Father John Frirh. T h e  
widely accepted story that the left Stratford as a 'muk of his poaching 
in Sir Thomas Lucy's deer park is shown to be impossible (Sir Thomas 
apparently had no deer park at the time in question), and evidence 
is adduced dhich seems to show that Shakespea~e's real reason (be- 
sides family  troubles) for leaving may have been to a d d  fuwher 
persecution at the hands of Simr Thomas Lucy for his (or at any rate 
his family's) Catholicism. 

In London, most af his friends (fourteen out of twenty-six) were 
either Catholics or pro-Catholic. His literary patmn, the Earl of 
Southampton, was a Catholic, and "his closest professional colleague 
and friend, Ben Jonson, was a Catholic convert." This is not to say 
that Shakespeare continued to live an exemplary Catholic all his life. 
He appeal-s to have laded the stamina of his father and of his o the~ 
relatives, who willingly suffered for their faith. Like many a n h e r  
weak Catholic of the day, Shakespeare escaped the common lot of 
"Papists" by conforming outwardly to Elizabethan and Jacobean 
anti-Catholic laws. But he appears to have died "a Papist" (.as 
an Anglican clergyman called him), fortified by the Sacraments. 

So much for Shakespeare the man. As for his writings, whether 
or not one is disposed to accept the authors' verdict that "he gave 
expression to his Iwe for the old faith in this wonks," it seems plain 
enough '&at Shakespeare's works were written by a man whose 
dwctrinal beliefs, attitude toward life, and entire frame of mind were 
consistently and deeply Catholic. 

Perhaps it is in dealing with Shakespeare's writings that the 
two learned soholars tend to overprove their point. There is no 
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need, for dance, to take Falstaff as a deliberate attempt to cari- 
cature the Pu~itans. Sir John was a rogue and a gluttomus old 
sinner for whom, none the less, Shakes- (like many a Shake- 
spearean fan) must have entertained much affection. The fact that 
Old Jack's many failings were demonstrably deducible from Puritan 
tenets need nut co~lrpel us to take %him seTiously as an intended cari- 
cature of Puritanism. With Sh1-, as with all things else, 
one must presenre a sense of humor. 

Another defect in the book is .the h r r o e  of footnates and 
of detailed documentation. This is a very minor matter in a m k  of 
suc'h obvious soholarship as &is. Anyone who wishes to check up 
on the lfacts can easily do so with &e aid of ofe bibliography. 
Nmrtheless, in a work d d i n g  with a controversial subject, the 
more obvious @he documentati&, the better. 

Despite such minor defects, the boak deserves the highest praise. 
One can now hope that Qe life of Shakepeare may soon be 
rewritten in the light of these findings, and that his wovk may 
be reexamined 'anew with clearer vision and truer peqedve .  

THE PHILOSOPHY OF COMMUNISM. By Giorgio La Pira and h e r s .  
ForcYham University Press, New York. pp. 308. P15.00 

In Easter Week of 1949 the PmtiIical Academy of St. Thomas 
at Rome held a e e s  of meetings at which papem were read 
on &e philosop'hy of Communism. The present work is a trans- 
lation from the Italian of the twentyhree papers read. The 
i d u & m ,  by way of summary, it written by Father ahaxles 
Boyer, S.J. Alhwgh this work bears the same title as Dr. McFad- 
den's well known The Philosophy of Communism, the approach 
is different in the two ~ k s .  The papers of the Pontifical Aca- 
demy were not intended as an initroduction to Manrist philosophy. 
Rather they presuppose in the wider a certain familiarity with 
that philosophy, and proceed to a n a l p  its more metaphysical, y a  
pactid, aspects. All the stu&es are very well done. 

In view of the statement made by Pope Pius XI1 that, even if 
Communism were to cease to be atheistic, its ialse views on prop- 
erty would alone condemn it, the paper errtided "The Social Func- 
tion of Pnoperty and Its Metaphysical Foundation" will repay care- 
ful reading. The metaphysical argument for private ownemhip is 
based on personality and is here well worked out. 

14t i something of himself d o h  mam roanmunh to mateeid 
reality in which, in a certain way, he is &'fie& It is ,the widemimg 
of h e  subjeotive field of dl a d  power in the objective sphere of 


